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ABSTRACT

Time-dependent projection techniques developed to derive kinetic equations in the

context of the quantum many-body problem are applied to <t>* field theory. The

approach is illustrated by working out the 0+1 dimensional case explicitly, including

numerical solutions of the kinetic equations. Extension to higher dimensions is briefly

discussed.
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Developments in diverse areas of poysics 'including e.s. UÍ«? of transient paenotnena

in heavy-ion collisions to study ?ropenies of barionic nutter *nu inters; in the dynamics

of the early Universe/ have motivated in past years considerable work on the initiai value

problem for quantum field theoretical models1 '. Since one deals with strong coupling

situations, nonperturbative techniques must be employed. An often used approach involves

a variational treatment based on Gaussian trial functional*, leading to results which show

kinship to selfconsistent mean-field approximations used in nonreiativistic many-body

physics* '3~S>1. The purpose of this letter is to illustrate the extension to the quantum

field-theoretical framework of a procedure developed earlier in the context of the

nonreiativistic many-fermion problem- "'-. It consists essentially of a time-dependent

mean-field expansion allowing for the actual evaluation of corrections to cue simplest

mean—field approximation. The resulting equations are kinetic equation? aescribin» the

effective dynamics of a selected set of simple observable». Moreover, the expansion is

conserving to all orders' '. When corrections to the mean—Held description are included,

energy conservation involves a time-dependent correlation energy which can be calculated

explicitly^7!.

In this brief presentation we restrict ourselves for simplicity to 0* theory in zero

spatial dimensions (i.e., the anhannonic oscillator), which illustrates all the relevant

features of the approach. Since this theory is finite, one is not forced to have recourse to

renormalization procedures, which however become essential already in the case of one

spatial dimension. We introduce nevertheless a renormalized mass together with a (finite)

mass counterterm which makes the treatment extensible in a straightforward way to this

case' '. Further details and extensions are left for a longer publication.

We therefore write the Hamiltonian as

H =



where nr is the «normalized mass and the last term is the mass renormaltzation

counterterm. so that the base mass parameter is m | = nr - g / 4 m -~K The (external)

linear coupling term allows for constraining the expectation value of o at equilibrium, in

the spirit of constrained mean-field calculations for the nonrdativistic many-body

probienJ10!.

The (Heisenberg picture) state of the system is associated with a density F so that

eg .

qtt) = Tro(t)F : õ(t) = i[H.o(t)l = i

In order to construa the mean-field expansion we begin by splitting F as

F = F0(t) + P(t) (1)

with

so that vt = Tr ^7;F0(t). The qv 7J satisfy boson commutation relations at equal times

and are related to the particular mean-field one wishes to expand about. From a variety

of possibilities we select the following two caies:

(I) r,t = a , - A , with at = |ç[eít)-Í2Ülj

A, = Tr a t F 2 <a t>

Here /< is an expansion mass parameier to be suitably fixed below.



(II) ijt = x \ + y*b* with b t = at - A.

The Bogoliubc transformation induced by x,, yt is fixed by solving the seciiar problem

(cf. rei. [11J)

where

1 0

0 -1

r<b tb t> <b t b t >: > t o

'-0 W

and X satisfies the orthogonality and completeness relations

X a* X = X a* X = a-.

This amounts to requiring that Tr i}ttjt F = 0 .

The crucial point is that F0(t) can be written as a time-dependem projection of

F , i.e.

F0(t) = P(t)F : P2(t) = P(t, . (2)

The definition of the projector P(t) is completed by requiring further that1

(3)

giving



Note that P (t) t P(t) . i.e., this is not an orthogonal projection. When one adopts the

mean-field prescription (I) the last two terms of P(t) are absent. Using eqs. (1H3) one

can express F'(t) as (cf. ref. [7])

F(t) = G(t,0) F(0) - i f df G(t,f) Q(f) L Fo(t') (4)

. t
with G(t.t') = T exp i f dr P(r)L and Q(t) = l - P ( t ) . A formally exact equation of

•v
kinetic type for the expectation value of some operator <(t) (e.g. % 0(t), 17;̂ , etc.) is

now obtained by taking the trace of the corresponding Heisenberg equation of motion with

F = Fo+F\ and using (4) to express F\ wbicL gives rise to collision integrals with

memory effects. These netd approximations for practical use. Here, following earlier

praaice1 '. we simply replace the full Heisenberg time-evolution of operators occurring

in the collision integrals by a mean-Geld type evolution governed by h(t) = P*(t)H ' '. In

this way correlation effects are treated perturbatively to second order in H ic the collision

integrals, in the spirit of two-loop contributions in a loop expansion.

Using eq.i l) together with the option ill) for 7t one gets in this way

q = _ r m 2 _



(6)

rjro

where we use the parametrizatiOD

•* ch IT

3 > [ sh a -f i i

The dynamical mass parameters /^ is related to 9 and r as

(T)

and the collision integrals I(t) are

rq(t) = -

J3q(t)[J,(t) + J2(t)j * ^I/2 [J Ja(t) - J4(t)][

where we used the abbreviations



l,it? = í dt*^?/2

^0

f dt'*?
0̂

I4(t)

with

f(u) du

The integrals Jj(t) are identical to the I4(t) with the sine functions replaced by cosines

in the integrand. The conserved mean energy < £ > = Tr H(F0+F') can be evaluated in a

straightforward way using the adopted approximation to eq. (4) for F ' .

The mean—iieid igaussian) approximation amounts to ignoring the collision

integrals, so that :he occupation probability i/t becomes time-independent. In this case,

the equations of motion '5M8) reproduce tho.-e obtained in a different setting by Cooper

and Mottoial '. Mean-fieid equations of motion corresponding to option (I), on the other

hand, can be obtained by jetting o - r = 0 in the more general mean-field equations.



This more restricted option is in fact sufiicient to study static mean-field solutions, since

the Bogolyubov transformation can in this case be absorbed by a proper choice of the

expansion mass parameter ft alone. A calculation of the mean energy <E> for static

mean-field solutions associated with different equilibrium values q^ and j ^ of q and ft

yields the standard gaussian effective potential* -. Changes in qA tand §tjj are achieved

by varying A" '. With the adopted mass countenerm one gets in particular j»A=0 = m

Collision integrab can also be worked out for option «I.. They differ from the

expressions shown above (in fact, tbey are given by somewhat more involved expressions)

due to the different from of P(t) in this case.

The nature of mean-field solutions and the effect of collision integrals is illustrated

in the numerical solutions of eqs. (5M8) shown in figs. 1 and 2. For these examples we

used natural units with m* = 1 and g = 2. so that m = it = 1.1914879 for A = 0. The

corresponding static mean-field solution with * = 0 is /il = /i> q = 0, r = 0 (the

mean-field vacuum). The figures show various approximations to the dynamics of an

initial state with F(0) = 0, i» l = 0 = M. »(0) = 0. »t_Q = 0 and q(0) = 0.3 . which

corresponds to a time-even coherent state. In all cases both q(t) and ^ display

oscillatory behaviors with frequencies close to m and 2m respectively. The amplitude of

the oscillations is modulated by interaction effects. In the case of the mean-fieid solution

(fig. 1) the modulation is essentially periodic and rather small for qit) while <b o> (not

shown) follows the pattern of pt since vx = 0 . The inclusion of effects of the collision

integrals causes important quantitative chances in this behavior (fig. 2): a large amplitude

modulation of q(t) appears which is correlated to the mean trend of vx. which shows

moreover Tapid oscillation? with frequencies close to 2m and 4m. The correiaiiou energy

is rather small and displays similar oscillations. Fig. 3 shows the results corresponding to

the mean-field (IK including collision integrals. A comparison with fig. '2 reveals the

importance of the pairing degree of freedom in generating oscillations with tue higher



frequency. The csaracterisiic ume associated with the amplitude modulation of

q(t) is also markedly different ia the two ca»e$.

Finally. *e comnsent oa the extension of our treatment to l+ l and 2+1

dimensions. Here the central new feature is the »p*tial dependence of the field operators.

This can be dealt with by means of an expansion in natural orbitais, again in dose analogy

with the non-mativistic many-body treatment* '. This is in general a time-dependent

representation, the time evolution of natural orbitais being generated by the off-diagonal

extension of eq. iS). When dealing with extended, uniform systems the natural orbitais

reduce to plane-waves, so that the expansion of e(x) reduces to the momentum

expansion^'. Infinities occurring in the equations can also be dealt with in complete

analogy with the present treatment, by allowing for appropriate (infinite) mass

coutttertenns.

One of us (AFRTP) acknowledges numerous discussions with M.C Nemes and

fruitful conversations with Oscar Éboü, who also read an early draft of this tetter.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Mean-field time evolution of q and ^ (case III)) for tbe initial state specified in

the text.

Fig. 2 - Solution of eqs. 15HS). including collision integrals, for the initial state specified

in the text. E m r ( t ) is defined as Tr HF'(t). and the total mean energy is conserved.

Fig. 3 — Same as fig. 2 for case (I), where the pairing degree of freedom is not included.
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